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Commerce Innovation

Elastic Path’s client is a leading provider of rental furniture and location 
transition services, helping millions of individuals and Fortune 500 
companies. With more than 100 offices, showrooms and clearance 
centers across the U.S., operations in the United Kingdom and partners 
in more than 70 countries, no other furniture rental company can match 
this client’s breadth of services.

Industry: Furniture Rental

Commerce Model: B2B & B2C
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Business Problem

Elastic Path’s client is one of the largest providers of rental furniture and related services in the United States. Their 
services range from furniture rentals for relocated executives, relocation services including guided community tours 
and settling in services, as well as other relocation services. Lately, the company has extended its leading position 
to students as well as expanding globally, beginning with the U.K.

Its vast service operations footprint, with 105 showrooms, clearance centers, and 97 warehouses, have allowed it to 
serve customer needs in more than 1,700 locations.

Unlike traditional ecommerce operations, this client has a unique business model that isn’t easily fulfilled by 
standard ecommerce solutions. Each of its online stores represents a service location (e.g., Los Angeles, Boston, 
etc.) and each location has multiple rental showrooms, all of which house products and SKUs unique to that 
location. For example, a sofa for rent in Palo Alto may be entirely different from a sofa for rent in New Jersey. Same 
with lamps, chairs, tables, and other rental items its customers commonly need. Pricing may differ by region, too.

This complex business requirement means the company had to develop 56 district-level stores, each with its own 
unique product catalog. To remain cost effective, it wanted to centralize control for operating and managing these 
catalogs.

The client’s business comes from both B2B -- from hot tech startups to Fortune 500 companies as well as 
government accounts and home staging companies -- and B2C customers, so their commerce platform needed to 
support both models equally well.

Its existing ecommerce solution was a custom-built 
ColdFusion platform that was inflexible and unable 
to respond to the changing needs of the business. 

“It did very little,” said the company’s Vice 
President of Software Development and Business 
Intelligence. “It did a few things tolerably but it 
didn’t do anything new that we wanted or was 
it in a position to support or develop on. So we 
knew that we needed some other solution that 
had some legs and ability for us to start crafting 
solutions for the longer term.”

Administration and management of the ColdFusion 
platform required programmers to be involved in nearly every action. For example, updating product photos was 
a major undertaking. Additionally, as the company completed various business acquisitions, new product SKUs 
proved to be unsupportable by the rigid ColdFusion code. While this initial solution provided basic ecommerce 
capability for it to get started, it was unable to support any efforts by the business to grow and enter new markets.
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Solution

Elastic Path hit the company’s radar after its IT executives started to research flexible ecommerce platforms built 
on Java and the Spring MVC framework. Senior IT executives wanted a modern, leading edge ecommerce platform 
without the vendor lock-in usually associated with “big iron” solutions. The company’s development team wanted to 
avoid platforms that were coded using large amounts of proprietary components, which would make extension and 
integration more difficult. Its long term goal was a platform flexible enough that it could build any custom feature it 
wanted as well as integrate with all existing or future IT systems regardless of vendor.

“That bubbled Elastic Path to the top of the list pretty quickly. It left very few competitors.”

In addition to flexibility, the company also needed to support a variety of B2B commerce features unique to their 
business such as contract pricing and substitution rules. The solution also had to be user friendly for marketers 
and operations staff while meeting the technology requirements of the IT team. The goal was to empower the 
merchandising team to add and delete products based on district requirements without relying on IT.

Working with a Solution Integrator (SI), the company deployed Elastic Path Commerce on 56 stores using 1 master 
catalog and 56 virtual catalogs, a feature of Elastic Path Commerce designed to greatly streamline merchandising and 
commerce operations. The flexibility of controlling pricing and merchandise associations at a store level was crucial.

Elastic Path Commerce was easily integrated with the company’s existing business process applications, including 

The company’s long 
term goal was a platform flexible 

enough that it could build any custom 
feature it wanted as well as integrate with 
all existing or future IT systems regardless 

of vendor.

“That bubbled Elastic Path to the 
top of the list pretty quickly.

It left very few 
competitors.”
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Salesforce.com and PeopleSoft. The SI wrote a custom payment gateway that sent orders directly to Salesforce.
com instead of a credit card processing switch or payment mechanism. Sales associates receive orders through 
Salesforce.com then perform their follow-up and close the sale using PeopleSoft.

When renting furniture, product bundling becomes extremely important. 
Most of the company’s customers are looking to rent entire apartments full 
of furniture, or are shopping by room. Elastic Path Commerce’s bundling 
capability allowed it to structure product bundles to allow customers 
to navigate a package of rooms and products. This generated higher 
revenues and simplified shopping for the customer.

Results

Following the launch on Elastic Path Commerce, the company’s orders 
jumped approximately 100%. Having multi-store management features out 
of the box was a key feature for the team in order to reach their goal of 
launching multiple district-level stores.

The strong technology stack allows the company team to flex their 
technical skills and develop any ecommerce feature or customization their 
business requires.

“We adopted it hook, line and sinker, and it’s been hugely 
transformative.,”

For customers, the shopping experience has been greatly improved, allowing them to 
shop comfortably online using any device, view local products, get an idea of costs, and submit 
orders. In the future, the company is planning to investigate the emerging trend of commerce + 
content to further increase sales.

Globally, Elastic Path has allowed the company to expand into new markets. It has opened 
operations in the United Kingdom and recently launched an entirely new business using the flexible 
foundation of Elastic Path Commerce.

“We’re utilizing Elastic Path in other parts of our business, such as a party rental 
business that we’re starting to grow.”
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About Elastic Path

Elastic Path helps the world’s biggest brands generate billions in revenue with its patented ecommerce 
technologies. The company’s flexible enterprise software seamlessly brings omnichannel ecommerce directly 
into marketing clouds and experience management platforms – enabling a complete digital customer journey 
that maximizes engagement and drives higher revenue. Elastic Path customers are innovators who seek ultimate 
flexibility and business agility, such as McGraw-Hill Education, Virgin Media, Time Inc., LVMH, Breville, Garmin, 
TIBCO, Wine.com.br, TeliaSonera, Kiabi, Gina Tricot, and Motability.

For more information, visit www.elasticpath.com
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